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The tale tells the teller, the myth tells the myth-maker.
Stuart Hall1

I. INTRODUCTION

D

CORNELL HAS WRITTEN THAT “[t]he stories we tell to justify one
state of legal affairs over another are just that, stories.”2 Stories, in the
context of law, tell a great deal about how people are seen and cultures conceptualised. They also reveal the social location of judges when they claim simply
to interpret what is put before them. My objective in this article is to advance
the telling of a story, one that chronicles the ethnic and ethical values that
shape, and are shaped by, Canadian society. I do so by exploring the race and
gender dimensions of the judicially—defined “Other” as they intersect in the
language of law.
Such an inquiry is important. Values that are translated into legal discourse
derive from particular ideological choices, decisions that select and cabin the
interests advanced in the Canadian legal system. In this article, I present cultural imperialism3 in the judicial process and explore the ways in which it asserts
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its perspective to be universal and neutral. In so doing, I attempt to contribute
to the ongoing debate over the universality and cultural relativity of human
rights, by focusing on criminal law cases that have defined or failed to define
what it means to be different in Canada’s multicultural society. Thus, I challenge the universality of legal claims to truth, and demonstrate that the truth
produced by law is contingent and speaks in the name of some voices while obscuring others. Through this truth production, law is complicit in the “Othering” of minority people and uses its power to disqualify their experiences
through and in the guise of legal method. In many respects, discussion of the
conceptualisation of race, ethnicity, and ethnic identity is always also a discussion of gender. I examine the consequences of cultural imperialism on women of
colour and discuss the “race before gender” position adopted by Canadian
courts in some sexual assault cases, that is the extent to which courts subjugate
the sexes differently and in so doing produce a form of racism that is deeply gendered.
I refute, criticize and complicate notions such as “culture,” “race,” and
“ethnic identity,” by illustrating the unstated norms that nourish these concepts, as well as the problematic assumptions they embody. Using concrete examples based on implicit cultural defences to sexual assault charges, I draw attention to the colonial nature of characterisations such as “Haitian cultural
norms,” “Muslim people” and “Arab identity” in the judicial process. I emphasize the exclusion imposed upon minorities as a contradistinction to the construction of a “Canadian national identity.” I argue that those marked as the
“Other” find themselves defined from the outside, socially segregated, legally
objectified, their bodies ascribed with inferiorised and inferiorising images. They
are devalued and stereotyped as culturally deviant by the dominant group. In
the words of Iris Marion Young: “When the dominant culture defines some
groups as different, as the Other, the members of these groups are imprisoned in
their bodies. Dominant discourse defines them in terms of bodily characteristics,
and constructs those bodies as ugly, dirty, defiled, impure, contaminated, or
sick.”4
Since the 1960s, there has been a significant increase in the visible minority
population in Canada: traditional European and North American immigrants
fail to recognize the perspective embodied in their cultural expressions as a
perspective. These dominant cultural expressions often simply have little
place for the experience of other groups, at most only mentioning or referring
to them in stereotyped and marginalized ways. This, then, is the injustice of
cultural imperialism: that the oppressed group’s own experience and interpretation of social life finds little expression that touches the dominant culture,
while that same culture imposes on the oppressed group its experience and interpretation of social life.
4
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(mostly white) have been replaced by people from Asian, Caribbean, South
American, and African countries.5 With the development of the notion of multiculturalism6 in Canadian society, the demand is that Canadian society recognise “the equal value of different cultures; that we not only let them survive,
but acknowledge their worth.”7 In the context of multicultural accommodation,8
the state attempts to respect identity groups’ practices and norms. But the recognition of difference is not without its drawbacks. Recognising difference risks
perpetuating the negative stereotypes and assumptions that help produce difference.9 In an attempt to respect differences, courts have at times unfortunately
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portrayed Other cultures as inferior and less developed than idealized Canadian
values and practices.
In what follows, I call attention to the current commitment in the legal
arena to take into consideration “Other” cultures while refraining from moral
criticisms of these cultures. I present cultural relativism in criminal law and expose how courts, by relying on culture as a mitigating factor in the context of
sexual assault cases, have maintained and reinforced a position of superiority
towards people of colour. In this process of racial stigmatisation, the male
“Other” is painted as a coloured body which is culturally ill and sexually deviant
while the woman of colour is rendered dramatically invisible. I explore the fascination and the lies provoked by difference—how people to be “Othered” are
homogenized into a narrowly focused “them” which is presented as having no
similarity with “us.” Pointing out the inaccurate and dangerous pictures of the
“Haitian body” and the “Muslim/Arab body” produced by R. v. Lucien and R. v.
Ammar Nouasria, I analyse the ways in which sexual violence against women of
colour gets represented as instances of “rape by culture” and thus excused in a
misguided attempt to be culturally sensitive. After describing two instances
when culture has been misused by the legal system in this way, I will suggest,
through an example of Quebec’s experience with hijab (the Muslim veil), a
model for making cultural diversity a positive force in legal decision-making.
Because of the evidence that widespread racism has translated itself into
systemic discrimination in the Canadian criminal justice system,10 judges are
10
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Recently, the Supreme Court of Canada brought into sharp relief the need for those engaged in the administration of justice to acknowledge and address race and racism, particularly regarding the selection of jurors.
In R. v. Williams, [1998] 1 S.C.R. 1128, the issue was whether the evidence of widespread
bias against aboriginal people in the community raises a realistic potential of partiality. The
Supreme Court of Canada’s view is that there was ample evidence that this widespread
prejudice included elements that could have affected the impartiality of jurors. Racism
against aboriginals includes stereotypes that relate to credibility, worthiness, and criminal
propensity. The Court stated at para. 21:
To suggest that all persons who possess racial prejudices will erase those
prejudices from the mind when serving as jurors is to underestimate the insidious nature of racial prejudice and the stereotyping that underlies it. As
Vidmar, supra, points out, racial prejudice interfering with jurors’ impartiality
is a form of discrimination. It involves making distinctions on the basis of class
or category without regard to individual merit. It rests on preconceptions and
unchallenged assumptions that unconsciously shape the daily behaviour of
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expected to be increasingly culturally sensitive.11 However, I argue that the current trend of fashioning a cultural defence in cases of sexual assault leads to racial essentialism12 and permits the subordination of women of colour in the
individuals. Buried deep in the human psyche, these preconceptions cannot
be easily and effectively identified and set aside, even if one wishes to do so.
For this reason, it cannot be assumed that judicial directions to act impartially
will always effectively counter racial prejudice.
In R. v. Gladue, [1999] 1 S.C.R. 688, the Supreme Court of Canada reaches the following
conclusion with regard to the over-incarceration of Aboriginals, at para. 64:
These findings cry out for recognition of the magnitude and gravity of the
problem, and for responses to alleviate it. The figures are stark and reflect
what may fairly be termed a crisis in the Canadian criminal population and
the criminal justice system reveals a sad and pressing social problem. It is reasonable to assume that Parliament, in singling out aboriginal offenders for distinct sentencing treatment in s. 718.2(e), intended to attempt to redress this
social problem to some degree. The provision may properly be seen as Parliament’s direction to members of the judiciary to inquire into the causes of the
problem and to endeavour to remedy it, to the extent that a remedy is possible through the sentencing process.
11
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name of ethnic differences. I will articulate more specifically how the judicial
reading of sexual assault cases involving people of colour produces racialised
ugly bodies, that is the extent to which both the accused and the complainant
are measured against rape mythologies informed by racism and sexism.

II. THE “OTHER” AS UNCIVILIZED OR WHEN CULTURE
RAPES WOMEN
The rules can be colour-blind, but people are not. The question remains, therefore,
whether the law can truly exist apart from the colour-conscious society in which it exists, as a skeleton devoid of flesh; or whether law is the embodiment of society, the reflection of a particular citizenry’s arranged complexity of relations.13

“SEXUAL ASSAULT IS NOT LIKE ANY OTHER CRIME.”14 More than any other offence, it is informed by mythologies as to who the ideal rape victim and the
ideal rape assailant are.15 In sexual assault cases, when race and gender are constituted through a legal process of meaning attribution, rape mythologies also
play a central role in determining what culture is, how it matters, and the extent to which it “excuses” criminal behaviour. Canadian criminal law does not
allow a formal “cultural defence”16 as a means for an accused to present evidence on cultural beliefs or practices to diminish mens rea or to form an independent excuse for criminal charges.17 Even though several reports arguing for a
positions, see A.P. Harris, “Race and Essentialism in Legal Theory” (1990) 42 Stan. L. R.
581. For an analysis of strategic race essentialism, see R. Jhappan, “Post-Modern Race and
Gender Essentialism Or a Post-Mortem of Scholarship” in T.B. Dawson, ed., Women, Law
and Social Change, Core Readings and Current Issues (North York, Ontario: Captus Press,
1998) at 64.
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reform of the Criminal Code18 advocated the introduction of a cultural defence
to the General Part, no formal recognition has yet been made.19 However, the
willingness to consider cultural and religious differences in sentencing has been
introduced on some occasions by judicial discretion. In R. v. Lucien and R. v.
Ammar Nouasria, two sexual assault cases in which both the accused and the
complainant were people of colour, the courts reduced the sentence of the assailant on the basis of “cultural differences.” Through the colonial gaze20 of the
judges, the West has represented itself as a civilized, rational, scientific, culturally and morally superior entity in relation to the East, while the East has been
depicted as uncivilized, irrational, unscientific, culturally inferior, and immoral.”21 Notions of “Otherness and difference” are premised upon racist assumptions that ultimately serve to silence and permit the oppression of women
of colour.

fronting Sexual Assault: A Decade of Legal and Social Change (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1994) 192. One has to note, however, that in the United States cultural evidence is
used much more frequently. For discussions of the “cultural defence” in the U.S. context,
see L. Volpp, “(Mis)Identifying Culture: Asian Women and the ‘Cultural Defence’” (1994)
17 Harv. Women’s L.J. 57; L. Volpp, “Talking ‘Culture’: Gender, Race, Nation and the
Politics of Multiculturalism” (1996) 96 Colum. L. Rev. 1573. For cases that have specifically dealt with this issue, see People v. Dong Lu Chen (1988) No. 87-7774 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.);
People v. Kong Moua (1985) No. 315972 (Fresno County Super. Ct.); People v. Tou Moua
(1985) No. 328306 (Fresno County Super. Ct.); People v. Fumiko Kimura (1985) No. A091133 (Santa Monica Super. Ct.).
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A. R. v. Lucien: The Black Body as Culturally Ill and
Sexually Deviant
Whites cannot think of themselves without the Negro.22

Racial imagery is central to the application of the cultural defence. In the language of law, emphasis on race, on blackness, reveals what it means to be black,
that is, what it means not to be white. In R. v. Lucien,23 the ideology of “difference” defines who gets to be regarded as civilized and beautiful: through the
colouring lens of the white judge, the black body is racialised and degraded. It is
the story of a fixed image of racial identity, of the vulgar use of culture, and of a
woman silenced. Subverting the liberal portrayal of culture as a monolithic and
coherent whole, I consider blackness as well as whiteness and discuss the use of
black images in a white courtroom, see its power and uncover its assumptions.
In order to make visible what is rendered invisible, I reveal the unstated point of
reference from which we tend to identify difference.
The accused, Patrick Lucien and Evens Shannon, respectively 23 and 22
years old at the time of the offence, were found guilty of sexual assault in which
more than one party is involved pursuant to s. 272(1)(d) and s. 272(2)(b) of the
Criminal Code. The offence was committed on the night of 11 July 1996. Both
of the accused are originally from Haiti. They are black. They shared a onebedroom apartment in Montreal. Evens Shannon arrived in Quebec in 1991,
after having spent eleven years in the United States. On 11 July 1996, the accused went to Le Safari bar in Montreal and met M.O., a black 18-year-old girl
on a visit from Quebec City. Lucien and Shannon did not drink, whereas M.O.
had two beers. M.O. danced with Shannon for most of the night. At the bar’s
closing time, Shannon asked her if she wanted to come to his place before he
drove her home. She accepted. After having eaten a yogurt, she asked him to
take her home. The accused refused. Each in turn sexually assaulted her, while
the other one was holding her down. The complainant stated that they placed a
pillow over her head to muffle her shouting.24
After having found the two accused guilty of sexual assault on the person of
M.O. pursuant to s. 272(1)(d) of the Code, judge Monique Dubreuil sentenced
them to only 18 months to be served in the community, thereby using her discretion to make an order under s. 742.1 of the Code. This means that they
could serve their time at home if they respected a curfew—being home from
22h30 to 6h00—and performed some community service—100 hours.

22

A. Farley, “The Black Body as Fetish Object” (1997) 76 Oregon L. Rev. 457 at 491.
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The facts are described in greater details in the Court of Appeal judgment. See R. v. Lucien
(2000), J.Q. No. 2 (Cour d’appel du Québec).
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As a general principle, the objectives which a sentence should attempt to
achieve are denunciation, general and specific deterrence, separation of offenders, rehabilitation, making reparations, and promotion of a sense of responsibility in the offender.25 In dealing with the factor of deterrence, both specific and
general deterrence must be considered, but courts have placed more emphasis
on general deterrence in charges of sexual assault, since they are occurring with
alarming frequency in Canada and have become a matter of deep concern for
our society. They exhibit an attitude of violence against women.26
Under ss. 272(1)(d) and 272(2)(b) of the Criminal Code, any person who, in
committing a sexual assault, is a party to the offence with any other person, is
guilty of an indictable offence and subject to maximum imprisonment of 14
years. This sentence is more severe than the maximum of 10 years for sexual
assault under s. 272 of the Criminal Code. The courts regard as particularly reprehensible those circumstances in which men collaborate to perpetrate a sexual
assault. Absent exceptional mitigating circumstances, a conviction for this offence will result in a significant penitentiary sentence, generally four years or
more.27
25

The general principles of sentencing were laid down in R. v. Grady (1971), 5 N.S.R. (2d)
264 (S.C., A.D.). The approach outlined was reviewed in R. v. Chisholm (1985), 18 C.C.C.
(3d) 518 (N.S.S.C., A.D.) where the court stated at 531:
The basic purpose of criminal law is to preserve the well-being and general
order of society. The sentencing process is vital to such purpose. As a result
this and other appellate courts have said that the paramount aim or purpose
of sentencing is the protection of the public. This protection has both a subjective and an objective meaning—first, the protection of society from the
particular offender and secondly, the protection of society from the commission of a particular type of offence. In the majority of cases it is this second
meaning that is being referred to when the “protection of society” is alluded
to. This court in R. v. Grady said that the protection of the public could be
achieved either by (a) deterrence or (b) reformation and rehabilitation of the
offender or both deterrence and rehabilitation … .[citations omitted]
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I refer particularly to R. v. Bryson (1987), 80 N.S.R. (2d) 334 (S.C., A.D.), R. v. Hawkes
(1987), 81 N.S.R. (2d) 156 (S.C., A.D.), R. v. Farrell (1988), 89 N.S.R. (2d) 91 (S.C.,
A.D.), and R. v. White (1989), 88 N.S.R. (2d) 416 (S.C., A.D.) in which the courts have
commented on the increasing number of sexual assaults and the need to protect the public
by placing a major emphasis on the factor of general deterrence.
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In R. v. White (1974), 27 C.R.N.S. 66, 16 C.C.C. (2d) 162 (Ont. C.A.), three men involved
in sexually assaulting a woman were each given five years imprisonment. In R. v. Stoddart
(1987), 59 C.R. (3d) 134 (Ont. C.A.), again three men were each given five and one-half
years. In R. v. Bear (1973), 13 C.C.C. (2d) 570 (Sask. C.A.), three men who were involved
in sexually assaulting a woman were each sentenced to five years of imprisonment. In R. v.
Oliver (1979), 34 N.S.R. (2d) 631; 59 A.P.R. 631 (S.C.A.D.), the court referred to a number of cases where offenders, both with and without criminal records, were sentenced to
various terms of imprisonment of eight years and higher. The court increased the five year
sentences of the four “gang-rape” assailants to eight years for two, and to nine and ten years
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Under s. 742.1 of the Criminal Code, the court has discretion28 whether or
not to make an order for a conditional sentence served in the community, but
only if the court is satisfied that the safety of the community would not be endangered. This discretion must, however, be exercised in accordance with recognised sentencing principles, including the objectives of specific and general
deterrence.29
In R. v. Lucien, the court accepted evidence that neither of the accused regretted the sexual assault.30 Surprisingly, the judge came to the conclusion that,
even considering this aggravating factor, serving the sentence in the community
would not endanger its safety.31 Why does she notice a lack of remorse? And
why did it not matter? Judge Dubreuil explained:
In this case, the absence of remorse of the two accused seems to me to arise more from
a particular cultural context with regard to relations with women than to a real problem
for the others. In R. v. Beaton (1991), N.S.J. No. 633 (appeal dismissed by the Nova Scotia
Supreme Court and the Supreme Court of Canada; see R. v. Beaton (1992), N.S.J. No. 366
(N.S.C.A.) and R. v. Beaton (1993), S.C.C.A. No. 63), the accused was convicted of participating in a gang rape with two other men and was sentenced to six years incarceration.
The sentence was imposed based on the factor of deterrence and the outrageous nature of
the assaults. The accused had no criminal records, nor any negative comments from any of
the police forces contacted regarding his behaviour in the community. Justifying the seriousness of the sentence, the Court states at 12:
Mr. Beaton is convicted of an offence under s. 272(d) of the Criminal Code
that he was a party to a sexual assault. Clearly the Parliament of Canada recognizes and affirms that where there is a use of extreme violence, where a
weapon is used, or when more than one assailant is involved, the act is even
more outrageous than the act of sexual assault without these elements, and is
therefore deserving of a harsher penalty. As I have noted, this is also reflected
in the case law. The cases I have referred to, including Sandercock, supra, indicate that sexual assaults of this nature must be dealt with more severely by
the courts.
28

The Report of the Commission on Systemic Racism in the Ontario Criminal Justice System (Toronto: Queen’s Printer, 1995) rightly notes at 104–105:
The criminal justice system operates through a series of highly discretionary
decision-making stages. Discretion is exercised in subtle, complex and interactive ways, which leave considerable scope for racialisation to influence
practices and decisions, and for bias to be transmitted from one stage of the
process to others.

29

On 2 May 1997, Bill C-17 was proclaimed into force. It added the phrase “and would be
consistent with the fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing set out in sections
718 to 718.2” to section 742.1(b). The amendment was in response to a body of judicial interpretation of section 742.1(b) with which the legislature did not agree.

30

Lucien, supra note 23 at para. 7 and 15.

31

See ibid. at para. 13 and 14.
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of a sexual nature. … [C]onsidering their age, their social integration, the fact that
they have no previous criminal record, and the special circumstances of the case, I believe
that by making an order for a conditional sentence served in the community, the safety
of the community would not be endangered. The follow-up of a security agent will allow them to change their mentality towards women and thus gain a better sense of responsibility.[emphasis added]32

Whether these statements were intended to convey a “cultural defence” or not,
they give the strong impression that Judge Dubreuil drew conclusions based not
on the evidence before her, but primarily on the fact that Evens Shannon and
Patrick Lucien are black and, therefore, very aroused. The accused are black
people from Haiti, the “particular cultural context.” This further evidence implies that, as members of a group whose social and cultural values differ from
“ours,” they would find it difficult to regret the gang-rape. That is to say, there
is a cultural explanation for what only appears to be sexual misbehaviour.

1. The visibility of the black male body
The Negro is the genital. Is this the whole story? Unfortunately not.
The Negro is something else.33

Cultural explanations for racial subordination replaced biological assumptions
by the early decades of the twentieth century.34 This shift has been characterised by Frantz Fanon as the transition from vulgar to cultural racism.35 As Leti
Volpp has pointed out, cultural racism positions non-European immigrants as
“living according to cultural dictates that are hopelessly backwards and differ32

Ibid. at para. 15.

33

F. Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks: The Experience of a Black Man in a White World (New
York: Grove Press, 1967) at 180.

34

Volpp, supra note 17 at 1600. Of course, our era is not free from this type of racism. For an
investigation of the white supremacist discourse in the United States, see J. Daniels, White
Lies, Race, Class, Gender, and Sexuality in White Supremacist Discourse (New York & London: Routledge, 1997). Daniels argues that the ideology of these groups is much closer to
core American values that most of us would like to believe. See also R.J. Herrnstein & C.
Murray, The Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in American Life (New York: Free
Press, 1994) (correlating IQ with racial and social stratification). In Orientalism (New York:
Vintage Books, 1978), E.W. Said writes at 206:
Theses of Oriental backwardness, degeneracy, and inequality with the West
most easily associated themselves early in the nineteenth century with ideas
about the biological bases of racial inequality. … Thus the whole question of
imperialism, as it was debated in the nineteenth century by pro-imperialists
and anti-imperialists alike, carried forward the binary typology of advanced
and backward (or subject) races, cultures, and societies.

35

F. Fanon, Toward the African Revolution: Political Essays, trans. H. Chevalier (New York:
Grove Press, 1967) at 31.
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ent.”36 This section addresses the construction of race as a social and political
category.37 A key development in recent scholarship theorising race is the racial
formation approach, in which “race is understood as an unstable and “decentred” complex of social meanings constantly being transformed by political
struggle.”38 Since the oppression of racial groups is rooted in the history and the
economic development of Canadian society,39 it is crucial to highlight the legal
processes by which the “Other” is produced and reproduced. That is to say, in
the particular case of black people, how does the West freeze and appropriate
the black body as something that exists always above time, history, and Africa?
In the analysis that follows, I will explore and demonstrate how the black body
in Lucien became perceived as black through a colourful judicial lens.
Judge Dubreuil described the facts of the case, the circumstances under
which the sexual assault occurred, the evidence that both of the accused knew
the absence of consent of their victim, the reasons why they ignored it, and the
ways in which they behaved and moved themselves, physically, sexually. She
depicts the black male body as very sexual, out of control, in physical need, and
primitive.
Evens Shannon, confident in his charm, did not take into account the hesitations and
reticence of the young girl after she accepted to go to his place. The two accomplices
then took her consent for granted. They behaved like two young roosters craving for sexual pleasure without any regard for the young woman. Despite their resentment for her,
despite the pride of young males who cannot admit having committed a serious insult to
the victim by not respecting her choice to leave at a certain moment, they nevertheless
thought about the incident and gained a little more maturity since it became judicial.[emphasis added]40
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Volpp, supra note 17 at 1601.
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Race as a social construct is maintained by differential power between a dominant group
and a subordinate group. P. Li & B.S. Bolaria, “Chapter 1: Race and Racism” in Racial Oppression in Canada (Toronto: Garamond Press, 1988) at 24, define the racial project in this
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Racial oppression is concretized when social institutions are revamped to recognize a colour line as a means to recruit and to exclude people. … The end
result, however, is to subject the subordinate group to unequal treatment on
the basis of a socially defined colour line.
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M. Omi & H. Winant, Racial Formation in the United States from the 1960s to the 1980s
(New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1986) at 68.
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See C. Backhouse, Colour-Coded, A Legal History of Racism in Canada 1900–1950 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999); James W. St. & G. Walker, “Race” in Rights and
the Law in the Supreme Court of Canada: Historical Case Studies (Waterloo, Ont.: Wilfred
Laurier University Press, 1997); C.A. Aylward, Canadian Critical Race Theory, Racism and
the Law (Halifax: Fernwood, 1999).
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Lucien, supra note 23 at para. 7.
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The subtext of these comments seems to be this: Black men are inherently and
unalterably sexually aggressive. They are embodied penises. They are biological
dangers. They are animals, young roosters craving for pleasure: “But here the
Negro is the master. He is the specialist of this matter: Whoever says rape says
Negro.”41 The image of black men as beasts, concerned primarily with the body,
has long been part of the Western imagination.42 It is the fear of the sexual potency of the Negro.43 Frantz Fanon writes: “One is no longer aware of the Negro, but only of a penis: the Negro is eclipsed. He is turned into a penis. He is
the penis.”44 It is the fear of the Negro, viewed as a penis symbol, as an infinite
virility, using his tremendous sexual powers on the woman’s body.
The discourse of race involved in Lucien is about inscribing the black body
with images of violence and charm, cultural and not sexual misbehaviour, and
sexist values. Racism is so deeply embedded in culture that even when, and

41

Fanon, supra note 33 at 166.

42

Daniels, supra note 34 at 93, gives the example, among others, of the American public’s
fascination with the O.J. Simpson trial:
Simpson, although acquitted, continues to embody white supremacist archetypes of Black men as “beasts,” ontologically violent, dangerous, and criminal.
… O.J. was proof that there were no class barriers in America, that someone
could—even if they were born Black and poor—become an economic success
in America by dint of their own talent and hard work. And, O.J. reassured
white Americans that Black men, even big, strong, athletic black men, were
no threat, were not dangerous, were even likable, and yes, good-looking. …
And then, with his arrest for the murder of his ex-wife Nicole and her acquaintance Ron Goldman, this image transmogrified—at least for many white
Americans—into the iconography of the brutal and dangerous Black man,
driven to murder by his uncontrollable lust and jealousy for a white woman.
The double-murder trial of O.J. Simpson is an important cultural marker for
all that it says about Black masculinity.

43

F. Fanon, supra note 33 at 163 draws the comparison between the Jew as the intellectual
danger and the Negro as the biological danger:
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But it is in his corporeality that the Negro is attacked. It is as a concrete personality that he is lynched. It is as an actual being that he is a threat. The
Jewish menace is replaced by the fear of the sexual potency of the Negro.
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Ibid. at 170.
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perhaps especially when, the court is attempting to be culturally sensitive,45
stereotypes of good and bad, white and black, us and them, superior and inferior, linger as the background of the decision. Implicit in the discussion of the
Haitian “cultural context” is the assumption that Haitian sexual norms and
(mis)conduct are widely different from and inferior to white mainstream norms.
This discourse of race textually produces racism in that “if the black body is the
site and cite of all ills, then the white body is not.”46 White is good. And white
is white. Black is black. And black is really bad.47 Taking Haitian culture into
account, as it was by this white judge, ultimately means confirming the “Other”
as barbaric, savage, and uncivilized. Anthony Farley writes:
Blackness is presented as a natural object, for it is only where the category of race is
deemed natural, that is, independent of social choices, that the hierarchical ordering of
things can be enjoyed. Put another way, the natural is the alibi to power.48

Farley’s description of the racialisation of power compels us to explore how inequality is shaped and indeed reinforced by judicial decision-making. Thus, what
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perception that they may be prejudiced.
…
Most courts now are trying to be very careful not to be biased—possibly even
leaning over the other way, which is equally unfair.
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Farley, supra note 22 at 475.
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the symbol of sin. The archetype of the lowest values is represented by the
Negro. … The torturer is the black man, Satan is black, one talks of shadows,
when one is dirty one is black—whether one is thinking of physical dirtiness
or of moral dirtiness. It would be astonishing, if the trouble were taken to
bring them all together, to see the vast number of expressions that make the
black man the equivalent of sin. … Blackness, darkness, shadow, shades,
night, the labyrinths of the earth, abysmal depths, blacken someone’s reputation; and, on the other side, the bright look of innocence, the white dove of
peace, magical, heavenly light.
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Farley, supra note 22 at 474.
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the white judge tries to tell us is this: rape naturally belongs to the black Haitian
community; it is something inherent to their culture. That is, not to ours.49
Again, if rape is bad, and rape is black, then black is really bad. In Lucien, the
black ill body was saved by the white civilized body: a lighter sentence of 18
months in the community was thus justified. Accordingly, blackness and whiteness are creations of each other: there can be no Black without the White. And
here the latter symbolizes purity, in relation and in contrast to the black presence.50 It should not go unnoticed, however, that this bipolar dynamic is only
possible insofar as the black female body is rendered invisible.

2. The (in)visibility of the black female body
All the Women are White, All the Blacks are Men, but
Some of Us are Brave.51

In Lucien, the production of knowledge concerning the black body is a process
by which a white judge excuses the violence of men towards women. The expressions used by Judge Dubreuil to describe the accused’s sexual assault, such
as “two young roosters craving for sexual pleasure” and “despite the pride of
young males,” are plainly inappropriate since they minimize the importance of
the accused’s conduct and the reality of sexual aggression against women of
49

Said, supra note 34 at 228:
Only an Occidental could speak of Orientals, for example, just as it was the
White Man who could designate and name the coloureds, or nonwhites.
Every statement made by Orientalists or White Men (who were usually interchangeable) conveyed a sense of the irreducible distance separating white
from coloured, or Occidental from Oriental; moreover, behind each statement there resonated the tradition of experience, learning, and education
that kept the Oriental-coloured to his position of object studied by the Occidental-white, instead of vice versa.

50

Exploring the white-black dynamic, T. Morrison, The Bluest Eye (New York: Pocket Books,
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our beauty, which was hers first and which she gave to us. All of us—all who
knew her—felt so wholesome after we cleaned ourselves on her. We were so
beautiful when we stood astride her ugliness. Her simplicity decorated us, her
guilt sanctified us, her pain made us glow with health, her awkwardness made
us think we had a sense of humor. Her inarticulateness made us believe we
were eloquent. Her poverty kept us generous. Even her waking dreams we
used to silence our nightmares. And she let us, and thereby deserved our contempt. We honed our egos on her, padded our characters with her frailty, and
yawned in the fantasy of our strength.
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This the title of a book edited by G.T. Hull, P. Bell Scott & B. Smith, (Old Westbury, New
York: Feminist Press, 1982).
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colour. More precisely, it is the “culturalisation of rape”52 which becomes a mitigating factor in the sentencing of the black men convicted of sexual assault.
Here, violence is mediated as “a cultural attribute rather than a product of male
domination that is inextricably bound up with racism.”53 The judge’s perspective on culture is stereotypical and reflects a frozen sexist vision,54 implying that
all black male Haitian bodies move like “young roosters craving for pleasure,”
vested with the “pride of young males.” The second assumption, a corollary to
the first, is that the black female body is a natural vessel into which the black
male body pours his poison. If rape is a crime of humiliation, to be thematised
and naturalised as an inherent racial victim of rape is a greater form of humiliation. Her body, on which he imposed his violence, his rape, his betrayal, and
then his lack of remorse, is made available for rape forever. For this female body
is black. Forever black. Moreover, racial essentialism renders the experience of
the black woman invisible: her vision of culture, her body as a black body, her
oppression as a woman all disappear in the face of a racial identity which is not
presented as gendered.

3. Intersectionality analysis
Not only are women of colour in fact overlooked, but their exclusion is reinforced
when white women speak for and as women.55

Scholarship on critical race feminism56 has attempted to highlight the implicit
assumption, in political as well as legal agendas, that all women are “white” and
52

I borrow this expression from Razack, supra note 17 at 62. In her book, Razack analyses
sexual assault cases which took into account the race of the offenders, in the particular
context of the Aboriginal male community. See also M. Nightingale, “Judicial Attitudes
and Differential Treatment: Native Women in Sexual Assault Cases” (1991) 23:1 Ottawa
L. Rev. 71.
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Razack, ibid. at 58.
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the Inhumanity of the Canadian Criminal Justice System (LL.M. Thesis, Queen’s University
1995) at 40 writes:
The so-called “cultural defences” which have been used in these sexual
crimes are a judicial fiction. … Instead of using the “reasonable man” standard, the northern courts have invented a fictional Inuit man. The legal fiction is the “reasonable Inuit man” who is uneducated, underemployed or unemployed, perhaps intoxicated at the time of the offence and a follower of
traditional Inuit sexual mores.
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Chi. Legal F. 139 at 154.
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all blacks or other members of a racially defined category are “male.” This essentialism ends up silencing women of colour, who experience racism not from the
privileged standpoint of maleness, and experience sexism not from the privileged
standpoint of whiteness.57 In other words, as Kimberlé Crenshaw has powerfully
stated: “Contemporary feminist and antiracist discourses have failed to consider
intersectional identities such as women of colour. … Because of their intersectional identity as both women and of colour within discourses that are shaped to
respond to one or the other, women of colour are marginalised within both.”58
Women of colour are the outsiders whose experience and perspective is
elsewhere. Bell Hooks puts it this way: “Living as we did—on the edge—we developed a particular way of seeing reality. We looked both from the outside in
and from the inside out. We focused our attention on the centre as well as on
the margin. We understood both.”59 Precisely because they present themselves
as intrinsically connected to one another as axes of oppression, the sexual and
racial dynamics60 of the individual cannot be separated into sharp categories.
For any account of women’s experience hides the history of conflicts between

and Violence Against Women of Colour” (1991) 43 Stan. L. Rev. 1241; Harris, supra note
12; M. Kline, “Race, Racism and Feminist Legal Theory” (1989) 12 Harv. Women’s L.J.
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(1991) Duke L.J. 365.
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women.61 Audre Lorde, a black woman when speaking to her white “sisters,”
writes: “Some problems we share as women, some we do not. You fear your
children will grow up to join the patriarchy and testify against you, we fear our
children will be dragged from a car and shot down in the street, and you will
turn your backs upon the reasons they are dying.”62
In sexual assault cases, when both the accused and the complainant are
“raced” through the judicial process, race is presumed to be a natural category
existing independently and apart from law. Critical race feminists have highlighted the ways in which the construction of racial identity in white courtrooms has failed to address the intersectionality of social domination and power
for women of colour. They have therefore argued for the rejection of a cultural
defence because it condones violence against women.63 Daina Chiu powerfully
notes that: “One of the most important consequences is that, through the workings of the cultural defence, the subordination of women is reconstructed and
reinforced.”64 Both Crenshaw and Chiu’s comments alert us to the need to introduce a more gendered vision in our efforts to situate and conceptualise racial
groups.

4. Speak white: the appeal and the presence/absence of culture
It is sometimes advantageous to be unseen, although it is most often rather wearing on
the nerves. Then, too, you’re constantly being bumped against those of poor vision. Or
again, you often doubt if you really exist. You wonder whether you aren’t simply a
phantom in other people’s minds.65
61

A. Lorde, Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches (Trumansburg, New York: Crossing Press,
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624:
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The question remains: what qualified Judge Dubreuil to draw conclusions regarding Haitian culture and, insofar as they are a form of cultural imperialism,
how do judicial mechanisms respond to such discrimination? The description of
Haitian men given by Judge Dubreuil reflects inaccurate notions of Haitian sexual mores. Yet even though the Quebec Court of Appeal overruled the decision,66 the use of information about Haitian culture in sentencing by the trial
court was not even mentioned in the appellate ruling. The black man is here an
invisible man: “I am invisible, understand, simply because they refuse to see
me.”67 The Court of Appeal identified two errors in law. First, Judge Dubreuil
did not correctly interpret s. 272(1)(d) of the Criminal Code, under which any
person found guilty is subjected to maximum imprisonment of 14 years, as opposed to 10 years for sexual assault under s. 271 of the Code. Secondly, the
judge did not take into account the perpetrators’ lack of remorse, which is an
aggravating factor, not a mitigating one. Because the accused “forced their victim into doing odious and repugnant acts, incarceration constitutes the best
measure for them to take to heart their responsibility.”68 Yet the 18-month sentence was not changed. The formalistic approach of the Court of Appeal, in
which culture is absent, invisible, and omitted, indicates that it was not the appropriate forum for raising issues of race. The Quebec Judicial Council was the
last hope.

5. Humiliation and truth: the narrative and its myth
The investigation of humiliation, its presence and its absence from the judicial field of
vision, is primarily a genealogy of the colourlined body.69

The Haitian community was outraged that Judge Dubreuil made it sound like
Haitian men consider it acceptable to mistreat women.70 Eric Faustin, head of
the Christian Community of Haitians in Montreal, reacted with anger to the
decision: “I interpret what she says as it being normal for Haitian men to proceed with group rapes and then to have no remorse because it’s normal to do
this. I find this outrageous.”71 Haitian groups and members of the legal community called the ruling “racist and sexist.”72 They asked for a public apology.73
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But even though the judge’s comments on the “cultural context” had been
denounced as a racial slur by women’s groups,74 editorialists,75 immigrants’ defence organizations,76 the Canadian Bar Association,77 the Haitian Embassy in
Ottawa,78 the Haitian Consul,79 and the Montreal Haitian community,80 Que72

CP Montreal, “Heat Still on Judge Over Rape Ruling” The Ottawa Sun (2 February 1998)
14. For a discussion of the concept of “visible minority,” see A. Pratte, “Les effets pervers
du concept des “minorités visibles” La Presse (5 February 1998) A11.

73
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bec’s Justice Minister, Serge Ménard, was dismissive. On 29 June 1998, he gave
his personal explanation of what the decision truly meant: “I think that the cultural context was rather the type of boys involved, popular, especially in discotheques, always being popular with girls, thinking that they all wanted to, that
they all desired them so much. This type of person exists among young Montrealers of white race, speaking both languages, just as much as in the Haitian
community or in any other community in Montreal.”81 Complaints were filed
with the Quebec Judicial Council,82 asking for it to determine whether Dubreuil’s remarks represented a breach of the code of ethics.
On 23 June 1998, the judge was not reprimanded. For her comments, without doubt inappropriate, were not considered to be racist by the Council.83
Rather, the Council argued that they could have been referring to an immature
youth culture and not to the ethnic origins of the accused.84 It stated:
The judge as well as the other people participating in the trial did not have racist considerations or remarks. However, all members agree that the remarks at stake are ambiguous and can give rise to different interpretations. Some can pretend that the cultural context to which the judge refers is aimed at the Haitian community, whereas
others can believe that it is directed against the culture of certain groups of youth who
do not share the same values as the rest of society. The Council can hardly give to
these words a meaning that they do not bear.85
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complaints by holding that the remarks at issue did not constitute a breach of
judicial ethics. This decision renders racial humiliation invisible. In making this
choice, the Council attempted to maintain the innocence of law. Speaking of
the colonial situation, Albert Memmi writes:
Having founded this new moral order where he is by definition master and innocent,
the colonialist would at last have given himself absolution. It is still essential that this
order not be questioned by others, and especially not by the colonised.86

The Council’s finding and its rendering racial prejudice invisible shocked
public opinion.87 For denial of humiliation is worse than humiliation itself.88 After all, “ignorance is not innocent, it is political.”89 And here it is “the objectified pain of those labelled “black” which is denied as pain and experienced as
power.”90 The Council used its power to say: what you imagine as racist is not,
what you see as an insult to the black body does not exist. It is in your head.
Just remember. Nothing to do with your body. Everything is in your head. And
turn the page. It is white again.

B. R. v. Ammar Nouasria: Oriental Backwardness and
The Muslim/Arab Body
“We” are this, “they” are that. Which Arab, which Islam, when, how, according to
what test: these appear to be irrelevant distinctions. The crucial point is that everything one can know or learn about “Semites” and “Orientals” receives immediate corroboration, not merely in the archives, but directly on the ground.91

To contextualise this article’s second case study of an implicit cultural defence
in a sexual assault trial, explicating the meaning of Orientalism is crucial. It can
be defined as knowledge about and knowledge of so-called Orientals.92 As a his86
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torical phenomenon and a way of thought, this political vision of reality promoted the difference between the West and the Orient, the latter being conceptualised as an unchallenged coherent whole characterised by its “sensuality,
tendency to despotism, aberrant mentality, habits of inaccuracy, backwardness.”93 If Orientals live in “their” world, then we live in “ours,” a Western
world characterised by a stronger culture, which is industrialized, modern, progressive, fair.94 Indeed, this division expresses hostility and lack of similarity between the colonial binaries of us and them, here and there, west and non-west,
coloniser and colonised.95 When mainstream society speaks, writes, and reifies

Orientalism was a library or archive of information commonly, and in some of
its aspects, unanimously held. What bound the archive together was a family
of ideas and a unifying set of values proven in various ways to be effective.
These ideas explained the behaviour of Orientals; they supplied Orientals
with a mentality, a genealogy, an atmosphere; most important, they allowed
Europeans to deal with and even to see Orientals as a phenomenon possessing
regular characteristics. But like any set of durable ideas, Orientalist notions
influenced the people who were called Orientals as well as those called Occidental, European or Western. … If the essence of Orientalism is the ineradicable distinction between Western superiority and Oriental inferiority, then
we must be prepared to note how in its development and subsequent history
Orientalism deepened and even hardened the distinction.
93
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Oriental cultural identity, the subject who is spoken of, the “Oriental” man or
woman created from the position from which we speak and write, is often
viewed and judged as the exotic “Other.”
In R. v. Ammar Nouasria,96 Orientalist assumptions served to reduce the
sentence of a Muslim man found guilty of four offences relating to sexual misbehaviour with his spouse’s daughter. In this decision, “Oriental/Muslim” culture becomes defined through legal discourse based on its differences from
mainstream society. This is the production of identity within a stable, unchanging and continuous frame of reference and meaning—the (mis)representation
of the Orient within the dominant regime of representation of the West. Further, “cultural bias,”97 by emphasizing race over gender, is shown by this sexual
assault case to work to the disadvantage of Muslim women and girls.

1. Sexual abuse, sodomy, and lack of remorse

In July 1989, the accused, a 37-year-old man, got married to Hemniene Mokhiaria, who had four children from a previous marriage; since then, the couple has
had two children. The accused was found guilty of sexual touching of a person
under the age of 14 pursuant to s. 151 of the Criminal Code, invitation to sexual
touching of a person under the age of 14 pursuant to s. 152, engaging in anal
intercourse pursuant to s. 159, and sexual assault pursuant to s. 265. All the
sexual activity embraced by the four convictions took place between the accused and his spouse’s daughter, commencing in July 1989, that is, when the
complainant was 9 years old, and terminating in January 1992, when she was 11
years old. Both the accused and the victim are Muslim. The sexual activity intraditions, and societies. In short, from its earliest modern history to the present, Orientalism as a form of thought for dealing with the foreign has typically shown the altogether regrettable tendency of any knowledge based on
such hard-and-fast distinctions as “East” and “West”: to channel thought into
a West or an East compartment. Because this tendency is right at the centre
of Orientalist theory, practice, and values found in the West, the sense of
Western power over the Orient is taken for granted as having the status of
scientific truth.
Western thought has produced many of such mutually exclusive oppositions: subject/object, mind/body, nature/culture, good/bad, pure/impure. The first side of the dichotomy, considered as the unified and the self-identical, is elevated over the second, which
designates the chaotic and the unformed. See Young, supra note 3 at 99.
96
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cluded fellatio, anal intercourse, kisses, touching of the breasts, and touching of
the vaginal area with his penis and fingers. The accused did not have complete
vaginal intercourse with the victim. Over a period of two years on a monthly
basis, twenty incidents occurred and, in most cases, anal intercourse was involved. The accused used psychological pressure and threats to coerce the complainant to participate in sexual activities. He would promise her special favours, presents and fieldtrips while at the same time threatening to punish her if
she would not obey. On one occasion, when the complainant mentioned to her
mother that the accused had sexually abused her, he slapped her in front of her
mother and said she was lying. The victim finally decided to speak out when she
complained about physical pain. The doctor confirmed that she had 5 cuts in
the anal area. During the period of the sexual abuse, the victim suffered from
insomnia and nightmares, was unable to concentrate and did not perform well
at school. She was subsequently placed in a foster home.
The accused was unemployed for about two years at the time of sentencing.
He did not testify at his trial and argued that the victim fabricated the evidence.
He showed no sympathy or remorse for his crimes and refused treatment. The
probation officer concluded that, under such circumstances, no rehabilitation
could be envisaged, for the risks of recidivism with the other children of the
household could not be eliminated.

2. Incest, Muslim culture, and the significance of virginity in sentencing
The culturally dominated undergo a paradoxical oppression, in that they are both
marked out by stereotypes and at the same time rendered invisible. As remarkable, deviant beings, the culturally imperialised are stamped with an essence. The stereotypes
confine them to a nature which is often attached in some way to their bodies, and
which thus cannot easily be denied.98

Most criminal law cases contain a mix of aggravating and mitigating factors.
The sentencing process involves noting and weighing each and settling upon a
sentence which reflects that balancing. Among the factors which permit the
determination of the extent of an offender’s criminal liability for the purposes of
sentencing for sexual offences, the following are worthy of mention. For sexual
offences against children, possible mitigating circumstances include the marginal intelligence of the accused,99 evidence of progress in the course of psychotherapy,100 the remorse of the accused (confessions, collaboration in the investigation, immediate involvement in a treatment programme, potential for rehabilitation, and compassion and empathy for the victims),101 no criminal record
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for similar offences,102 and the ill-health of the accused.103 However, where the
accused is in a position of trust in relation to the child, the violation of this trust
through sexual abuse will often be noted by the court as an aggravating factor.104 With regard to offences in which the very person to whom the child looks
for protection is the abuser, courts insist on the fact that society’s revulsion
must be clearly expressed through denunciatory sentences.105 Also, courts may
impose higher sentences where bodily interference106 and the use of violence,
psychological threats and manipulation107 are involved. The frequency of the
offences and the time period over which they were committed may also contribute to a longer sentence.108
In R. v. Ammar Nouasria, the accused stepfather was found guilty of four
charges. The maximum term of imprisonment for these sexual offences is 10
years. On 13 January 1994, Quebec court Judge Raymonde Verreault surprisingly imposed a concurrent sentence of 23 months’ imprisonment and one year
of probation for the sexual offences. Some mitigating factors formed the basis of
this sentence. The fact that the accused did not have complete vaginal intercourse with the victim was considered as a mitigating factor for the count of
anal intercourse. The trial judge took into consideration the fact that the accused preserved the virginity of the victim, something important to him and to
the victim, both of whom are Muslim. The court noted:
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The mitigating factors are … the fact that the accused did not have normal and complete sexual relations with the victim, that is to say, vaginal sexual relations, to be
more precise, so that he could preserve her virginity, which seems to be a very important value in their religion. We can say that, in a certain way, the accused spared his
victim.109

The court’s underlying, unstated argument seems to be this: if the accused
was nice enough to preserve the girl’s virginity while sodomising her over more
than two years, it was in order to respect and espouse the “so-called” Islamic
prescriptions to which the judge refers as a cultural defence. Yet cultural
(in)sensitivity rests on a highly Orientalist, unsophisticated view of culture.110
The judge does not tell us what difference it makes to a sodomy offence for the
accused to be affiliated with the Islamic faith and how this element constitutes
a mitigating factor. What we know, however, is that such a choice of words is
used to mark Muslim people as the “Other,” as deviant in relation to the dominant norm which is unmarked and invisible.
In Ammar Nouasria, the existence of a different value system for Muslim
people living in Canada is constructed,111 one based on the notion of cultural
difference as inferiority. Further, the “Othering” performed by the court operates to define sharply the binaries of “them” and “us,” the Arab and the nonArab, the Muslim and the non-Muslim. According to this analysis, a man would
deserve a lighter sentence for having non-consensual sex whenever the name of
his God and the victim’s God is Allah. From this legal discourse, is born and
reborn the Orientalist and the Oriental, through a process of identity constitution which is grounded in a separation of Self and Other:
… since it is more or less assumed that no Oriental can know himself the way an Orientalist can, any vision of the Orient ultimately comes to rely for its coherence and
force on the person, institution, or discourse whose property it is.112

Judge Verreault’s Ammar Nouasria ruling uses culture to encompass a specific set of attitudes, values, and responses that characterise all members of a
group. The Oriental Muslim individuals involved thus find themselves defined
from the outside, positioned within a network of dominant meanings that they
experience as arising from elsewhere, from those who do not identify with them
but who will however speak in their names and in the name of Islam.
109
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3. Sexual assault of Muslim girls: a lower sentence?
While cultural considerations may be intended to promote sensitivity, dominant
groups too readily adopt the cultural differences approach, relieved not to have to confront the realities of racism and sexism.113

As I have argued in the section on Lucien, when race and gender are considered
in the context of sexual assault, intersectionality can be used to highlight the
ways in which racism and sexism operate to conceptualise the offence and to
describe the unique marginalisation of women of colour caught between two
systems of domination. Just as culture became a mitigating factor in the sentencing of minority men convicted of sexual assault in Lucien, the harm of rape
suffered by women of colour is minimised by the judicial process in Ammar
Nouasria. At the same time, the legal discourse of both cases reinforces the assumption that minority women experience sexual abuse differently from women
belonging to mainstream society. As Sherene Razack has argued: “Racialised
women ... are considered inherently less innocent and worthy than white
women, and the classic rape in legal discourse is the rape of a white woman.”114
In Ammar Nouasria, the conceptualisation of sexual abuse is not only racist
but also sexist. In effect, the court scrutinises the complainant’s life, attitudes
and behaviour to determine whether she was an innocent victim. Implicit in the
argumentation of Judge Verreault is the idea that the 11 year-old Muslim girl
made herself sexually available, that she was somehow participating actively and
even making the sexual abuse happen. After having constructed the reasons why
she supposedly encouraged the sexual assault, the court takes these mitigating
factors into account to determine which sentence is appropriate:
This Court also takes into consideration, even though it is not an excuse nor a defence
for the accused, the fact that the victim, in her behaviour and attitudes, seemed to
have experienced at a certain moment all kinds of attitudes towards the accused,
which can lead to the conclusion that she acted out of hatred towards her mother, because she intended to keep the accused away from her mother or because she wanted
to take her place.
As I mentioned earlier, this behaviour is certainly not a defence when a nine or ten
year old child is involved. But all these mixed feelings for the accused which, according
to me, ranged from on the one hand feelings of affection towards the accused and a desire that he perhaps replaces the real father and, on the other hand, hatred, revenge,
and as I mentioned, a desire to put the mother aside, all of this constitutes factors that
this Court has to take into account in sentencing.

In the colonial gaze of the court, the victim is rendered responsible for the sexual abuse. She must have done something to deserve being sodomised for so
113
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long. And she must have her reasons, says the court: either “she acted out of
hatred towards her mother, because she intended to keep the accused away
from her mother or because she wanted to take her place.” She, not He. She
acted: He replied.
Women of colour, as Kimberlé Crenshaw has demonstrated, are cast into a
sexual hierarchy which holds certain female bodies in higher regard than others.
Writing of the situation in the United States, she states:
Statistics from prosecution of rape cases suggest that this hierarchy is at least one significant, albeit often-overlooked, factor in evaluating attitudes towards rape. A study
of rape dispositions in Dallas, for example, showed that the average prison term for a
man convicted of raping a black woman was two years, as compared to five years for
the rape of a Latina and ten years for the rape of a white woman.115

One must recognise and expose Orientalism and map the ways in which it
works to propagate lies about cultures, and portray ugly faces to represent them.
Just as women who led sexually autonomous lives were in the past the least
likely to be vindicated if they were raped,116 so too women of colour may suffer
discrimination since in the good/bad woman dichotomy117 they are associated
with the latter. Speaking of colonialism, Aimé Césaire reminds us:
115
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First we must study how colonisation works to decivilise the coloniser, to brutalise him
in the true sense of the word, to degrade him, to awaken him to buried instincts, to
covetousness, violence, race hatred and moral relativism; and we must show that each
time a head is cut off or an eye put out in Vietnam and in France they accept the fact,
each time a little girl is raped and in France they accept the fact, each time a Madagascan is tortured and in France they accept the fact, civilization acquires another dead
weight, a universal regression takes place, a gangrene sets in, a centre of infection begins to spread.118

Each time a girl of colour is raped and in white courtrooms this crime is explained away, each time an accused of colour sexually assaults such a girl and in
white courtrooms they call this “cultural,” and each time this process is understood to be universal and objective, an analogous centre of infection begins to
spread in legal discourse and in legal method.

4. The Quebec judicial council: when all that matters is good faith
What is important in a work is what it does not say. This is not the same as the careless
notation “what it refuses to say,” although that would in itself be interesting: a method
might be built on it, with the task of measuring silences, whether acknowledged or unacknowledged. But rather this, what the work cannot say is important, because there
the elaboration of the utterance is carried out, in a sort of journey of silence.119

As a consequence of the widely reported nature of her comments, Madame Justice Verreault was ordered to appear before the Quebec Judicial Council after
nine complaints were lodged against her regarding the grounds upon which her
judgment had been delivered. On 16 February 1994, the Quebec Judicial Council ordered the establishment of an inquiry; the inquiry report was deposed on 6
July 1994.120 In characterising the legal issue in a highly narrow manner, the
Council came to the conclusion that no disciplinary sanctions should be imposed.
The Council’s analysis involves s. 1 of the Code de déontologie, which provides: “The role of the judge is to deliver justice within the limits of the law.”121
In its decision, the Council defines the scope of s. 1 as including only those instances in which a judge who fails to deliver justice within the limits of the law
does so deliberately, that is with knowledge that the grounds on which she or he

the “good” or “bad” character of the victim appears to affect the decisions of
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relies are contrary to what the law commands. The Council thus frames the
scope of its judicial inquiry as narrowly as possible:
It seems obvious that the mere fact of delivering a bad judgment does not constitute a
violation of section 1 of the Code de déontologie. If a judge, by omission, by mistake or
even through ignorance does not apply a section of the law, or if she or he wrongly
considers that a section of the law cannot be applied to the case, or again if she or he
does not interpret it appropriately, the right instance to complain about the decision is
the court of appeal. So is the case where a judge, exercising her/his judicial discretion
in good faith, takes account of reasons which she or he should not have legally considered. In such cases, the judge does err in law, but she or he does so within the limits of
his judicial discretion and his decision cannot be challenged before a disciplinary
board.
Such is not the case, however, where a judge, deliberately, does not apply the law, or gives
consideration to certain reasons that, as she or he knows, must be ignored under the law. In
such cases, disciplinary sanctions become applicable, notwithstanding the reasons
which drove the judge to so doing.[emphasis added]122

In other words, even though a judge clearly delivers justice outside the limits of
the law, if she or he does so in good faith, the Judicial Council is satisfied. But
what does good faith entail? If a judge relies on racist or sexist reasons to deliver
justice but does so due to ignorance, is this good faith? If a judgment is based on
myths and stereotypes about a disadvantaged group in Canadian society, but
this judgment was delivered precisely because such stereotypes have spread and
become our conception of this particular group, is this good faith? As we know,
racism and sexism are often produced without any intention to discriminate,
that is, they are produced in good faith. Can the Judicial Council intervene in
these circumstances? Disciplinary sanctions will be imposed by the Judicial
Council only if a judge, deliberately, does not apply the law, or gives consideration to certain reasons that, as she or he knows, must be ignored under the law.
What possible scenarios can we imagine under such narrow conditions? Would
a judge seriously ignore the law only for the sake of it?
The result of the Council’s formalism, therefore, is to render invisible the
inappropriate comments made about Muslim people which form, in Ammar
Nouasria, the basis of the sentence. Examining whether Judge Verreault’s remarks on the significance of a Muslim girl’s virginity were made within the limits of the law, the Council states:
The respondent’s decision convinces us that she tried to guide herself as to legal principles and to take into account the factors that she deemed relevant to the decision
she had to deliver. If she did err, she clearly did so in good faith, and it is the court of
appeal’s role to determine so.
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Therefore, the respondent did not contravene section 1 of the Code de déontologie.123

On 6 July 1994, Judge Verreault was not reprimanded by her peers. But
what matters in the Judicial Council’s decision is not so much its content.
Rather, it is what it does not say. And, above all, what it cannot say. The task of
“measuring silences” gives a better understanding of how racism and sexism can
become invisible. By merely stating that Judge Verreault delivered justice in
good faith, the Judicial Council puts aside the “biases”124 which are at the heart
of the decision and thus participates in the construction of the Other as barbaric and deviant. The first step in gaining a conscious understanding of people
of another culture is to realize that we constantly interpret their acts, and that
we do so subconsciously but always in conformity with what our culture has
taught us. Stereotypes and myths are part of Canadian society, and hence part
of a judiciary composed of Canadians.125 As Madam Justice Rosalie Abella puts
it: “Every decision maker who walks into a courtroom to hear a case is armed
not only with the relevant legal texts, but with a set of values, experiences and
assumptions that are thoroughly embedded.”126
In Canada, as elsewhere in Western countries, Islam is denigrated and Muslims are marginalised through the use of stereotypical images.127 The Judicial
Council rendered its decision without condemning the (mis)use of stereotypical
123
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images about Muslim people in Ammar Nouasria, that is the use of the following
equivalence: Islam equals the importance of virginity which equals a lower sentence. Instead of naming the oppression thereby created, the Council designates
the Court of Appeal as the appropriate forum to resolve the issue; but would
that Court be a better venue?

5. The appeal: the silence and violence of myths
In a world where language and naming are power, silence is oppression, is violence.128

For an appeal to be heard, a judge must have erred in law, either because she or
he gave a wrong interpretation of the law or because she or he wrongly considered that a section of the law could not be applied to the case at hand. Such is
the case where a judge, exercising judicial discretion in good faith, takes account of reasons which she or he should not have legally considered. But Ammar Nouasria is not a case about the wrong application or interpretation of a
section of the law: it is a case about myths and stereotypes. Above all, it is a
case about racist and sexist assumptions regarding Muslim men and women living in Canada. To ignore the incidence of such biases in the judiciary is to perpetuate discriminatory beliefs about people who belong to minority groups. Silence is oppression, is violence. More and more, the Supreme Court of Canada
is willing to shed light on the myths and stereotypes that influence judicial interpretation.129 In Ewanchuk, Madame Justice L’Heureux-Dubé, writing of the
rape myths that have improperly formed the background for sexual assault trials, asserted:
Rape myths include the false concepts that: women cannot be raped against their will;
only “bad girls” are raped; anyone not clearly of “good character” is more likely to have
consented. … History demonstrates that it was discretion in trial judges that saturated
the law in this area with stereotype. My earlier discussion shows that we are not, all of
a sudden, a society rid of such beliefs, and hence, discretionary decision making in this
realm is absolutely antithetical to the achievement of government’s pressing and substantial objective. … Complainants should be able to rely on a system free from myths
and stereotypes, and on a judiciary whose impartiality is not compromised by these biased assumptions.130
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In order for our system to try to be free from myths and stereotypes, the judiciary should take the leading role in deploring biased assumptions. In Ammar
Nouasria,131 the Court of Appeal did not take such an initiative. Even though
imprisonment of 42 months was substituted on the count of anal intercourse
and the probation order was quashed, the Court did not consider the prevalence and impact of Orientalist beliefs on the trial. Deterrence was the key factor, in light of the accused’s denial of the offences and refusal to take treatment.132 The formalism of legal method again smothered a popular outcry about
overt cultural prejudice. The Court of Appeal substituted the arid language of
sentencing principles for judicial denunciation of the offensive posture of the
trial judge.

III. THE HIJAB IN QUÉBEC: EXCLUSION, ASSIMILATION,
OR INTEGRATION?
How did we come to believe that difference is intrinsic in the “different” person; that
the norm used for comparison need not be stated; that an observer can see without a
situated perspective; and that competing perspectives of those labeled different are irrelevant? How did we come to believe that the existing institutional arrangements,
which treat some people as normal and others as different, are themselves natural, inevitable, and good?133

ISLAMIC LAW AND THE PRACTICES IT GENERATES ARE often viewed in the West
as patriarchal, oppressive to women, and thus incompatible with Western values such as democracy and human rights. As a result of the colonialist heritage,
the typical Orientalist view of Muslim women pictures them as oppressed, passive, and confined to the private.134 The recent debate in Québec over the
wearing, in public schools, of the hijab—the scarf used to cover the head of
Muslim women and girls—offers an interesting theoretical framework for reflection on the permissible use of cultural specificity in Canadian law.135 In Septem131
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ber 1994, Émilie Ouimet, a 13-year-old girl, was excluded from l’École secondaire Louis-Riel for wearing the hijab in contravention of the school’s dress
code,136 which prohibited any clothes or accessories that would marginalise a
student.
In February 1995, the Québec Commission des droits de la personne denounced the ban in an advisory opinion. The commission proposed an interpretation of the law which would go beyond myths and stereotypes. It stated: “It is
... important that we do not “ethnicize” conflicts of a religious nature, but we
must also be aware that racism may sometimes lie at the root of religious intolerance.”137 Examining whether the values embedded in the veil may be contrary
to the value of sexual equality, the Commission held:
For many people, the veil signifies and even serves as a vehicle for the oppression of
women in the Muslim world. … Many people have expressed concern about the right
to equality of young Muslim women who, consciously or not, might not wear the veil
entirely of their own will. Some clarification is needed here.
Beyond differences in Koran interpretation and out of respect for the people who
choose to wear the veil, we must assume that this choice is a way of expressing their religious affiliation and convictions. In our view, it would be insulting to the girls and women
who wear the veil to suppose that their choice is not an enlighted one, or that they do so to
protest against the right to equality. It would also be offensive to classify the veil as something to be banished, like the swastika, or to rob it of its originality by comparing it to a
simple hat.[emphasis added]
In general terms, therefore, the veil should be seen as licit, to be prohibited or regulated only if it can be proved that public order or the equality of the sexes is threatened.
This would be the case, for example, if students were forced to wear the veil against
their will. While a school must, in the name of freedom of conscience, respect the
freedom of students who wish to wear the veil, it must also, for the same reason, support those who do not wish to do so.138
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certainty itself. She can be veiled and free, veiled and oppressed, veiled and unhappy to be, or veiled and proud to be. She is imagined as having several contradictory faces. What she is not, however, is a woman in need of being saved.139
In not claiming to know what is best for her and whether she is truly free, law
avoids the use of “the binary of the civilized and liberated Western woman and
her oppressed Third World sister.”140 Because the norm is explicitly stated and
evaluated in the opinion (we, non-Muslim people, view the veil as a vehicle for
the oppression of women), difference can be understood as a function of relationships rather than being conceived as intrinsic.141 Rather than reinforcing
existing arrangements based on the unstated norm of the non-veiled girl, the
Commission attempted to create a different norm from which the entire classroom might be constructed. Identity is acknowledged as composed of more than
one discourse, as formed in ambivalence and impurity. The veil is no longer a
static colonial image, a sealed totality.
In effect, the hijab case transcends the universality/cultural relativity dilemma in so far as the Muslim veiled girl is neither excluded from the classroom
because she is not the same, nor tolerated because she is so different and inferior. Under the universalist approach, the veil would have been constructed as
the inevitable symbol of oppression of women and thus banned on that basis.
Through this colonial gaze, the Muslim girl would have become different, deviant and Other from the point of reference of the Western norm, which expresses the perspective of the majority. A notion of universality which disregards difference calls for assimilation to the unstated norm.
On the other hand, the cultural relativist approach would have asserted
that Muslim people have distinct perspectives on social life and, although some
of their beliefs are backward, Canadian society must recognise cultural diversity.
As a consequence of this underlying assumption, the veil would not have been
139
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challenged under the sexual equality principle, for the oppression of women
that it reflects is deemed part of their norms and practices. The recognition of
difference also connotes deviance, and risks propagating the negative stereotypes which are at the heart of the Othering process. A notion of cultural relativity which sees difference as cultural inferiority perpetuates a subtle form of
racism which lies hidden behind an attempt to be culturally sensitive.
Under both approaches, the “us” and “them” colonial binaries stand as excluding categories. Culture and religion are monolithic, unified, and ahistorical
realities. Identity is fixed. The Muslim girl is defined from the outside: we already know who she is, what she stands for, and how terribly sad it must be to
walk with sexual inferiority written on your forehead. To escape the colonial
gaze, the issue has to be recast as one not of insiders and outsiders in Canadian
society, but rather as one of relocating the centre from which one determines
who is inside and who is not. The hijab story did so. For the notion of identity
moves through the commission’s decision as an unstable and undefined expression which insists on heterogeneity, fluidity, and relational knowledge. This is
the essence of plural consciousness, the willingness to negotiate and renegotiate
our knowledge of what it means to be different, and how and why it matters.

IV. CONCLUSION
SHAHNAZ KHAN POINTS OUT THAT CANADIAN multiculturalism reinforces
stereotypes of monolithic communities.142 Not only does encapsulating the totality of one’s culture result in essentialisation, but it also presents the culture as
divorced from the realities and experiences of the people involved. One of the
chief problems with this policy is that it fails to capture the constantly dynamic
reality of racial communities and ignores the manner in which culture is relational and fluidhow cultural identity is “a matter of ‘becoming’ as well as ‘being.’”143 The phenomenon of the colonial construction of subjects such as the
“Arab,” the “Haitian male,” the “Muslim woman,” and so on expresses and ensures cohesion while obscuring differences within the culture.144
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Too often, culture is in the hands of the power elite—often comprised
overwhelmingly of white men—and the disempowered are left out of its configuration.145 Only the gaze of the Other can break down the silence, the
boundaries, and the structure of identification wrongly constructed through a
single, coherent discourse. Women of colour should be encouraged to attack
and problematise mainstream understanding of their culture in the courts of
law.
Judges often fail to acknowledge their own perspectives in the elaboration
and assignment of cultural difference. I would like to emphasize the need for
Canadian jurists to dislocate and displace themselves from the centre of their
story and thus aim for the reconceptualisation of stories, that is the construction
of the subject as multiply gathered.146 In this regard, one has to view difference
as relational rather than intrinsic, as humanly invented rather than discovered.
As Martha Minow writes, “unstated points of reference may express the experience of a majority or may express the perspective of those who have had greater
access to the power used in naming and assessing others.”147
In R. v. Nouasria, Nouasria and the eleven-year old complainant were different in relation to the unstated Christian norm. In R. v. Lucien, the accused
and the complainant were different in relation to the unstated white norm. Yet
even though each of these differences is drawn from an implicit comparison, we
treat the legal observer as without a perspective, as not judging from a particular

The colonial picture of the sharp contrasts between “Western culture” and its
Others also resulted in seriously distorted representations of various “colonized cultures,” often as a result of the prejudiced and ideologically motivated
stereotypes held by Western colonizers but also as a result of anti-colonial nationalist movements embracing and trying to revalue the imputed facets of
their own “culture” embedded in these stereotypes.
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location-maintaining the pretence that a particular is universal.148 This aspiration to universality and impartiality in legal discourse is a grotesque illusion and
must be replaced by a genuine and explicit embrace of cultural difference like
that displayed in the case of the hijab. All of us will benefit from exploding unstated norms, for legal decision-making will no longer be shielded by claims of
universalism from all citizens’ rightful expectations of cultural sensitivity.
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